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=============================================================================== 
                                   VERSION HISTORY 
=============================================================================== 
Version 3.00 - 01/17/05 
Changed the layout a bit 
Also had to get some contribution problems rearranged 

Version 2.75 - 01/03/05 
A one year update. Im bringing this FAQ over to GameFAQs. I also 
added a bit more information. Well I hope you GameFAQians enjoy 
this FAQ! 

Version 2.50 - 01/03/04 - 
Well. I was looking through my guides and noticed this guide needed 
to be tweaked a little bit. So I gave it a little tweak ^_^. So its 
looking a little better with a new layout and more things added in. 

Version 2.00 - 12/07/03 -  
FAQ was rejected for lack of content, I added a Question/Answers 
section and updated the whole guide a lot. Im still looking for some 
things to add in here. 

Version 1.00 - 12/01/03 -  
Started the FAQ. Looks pretty much complete. 
There really is not that much info for this game. If you got anything 
email me. 



=============================================================================== 
                                   WELCOME NOTE 
=============================================================================== 

Hey guys! mslpanthers here with yet another guide for GameFAQs. 
This game is a game you will probably never find since it is 
very rare. It is also a short game. In this game you do sports 
like body boardind, skiing, skateboarding and more, and try be 
the Totally Wild Californian Dude. Well Here we go! 

=============================================================================== 
                                   GUIDE 
=============================================================================== 

<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
    Hang gliding 
<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
A: Takeoff
X: Drop balloons. 
+ Pad: Control Hang glider 

This game is actually kinda of tough. You must hang glide over the ocean and 
rack up points. Here are the ways to rack up points: 

Stalling: Stalling is when you try to move upwards and you get to much air. 
You will start falling down quickly. You will notice that you will do this 
a lot. Once stalling you need to fall and then pull up. That is the best way 
to rack up points. 

Balloon Drop: You can drop balloons also. You can drop them on the sharks 
below to gather points. You can also drop them on little circles floating 
in the water. This is once of the best ways to gather points because you will 
find about 3 of this in a row. 

<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
    Jetsurfing 
<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
+ Pad: Control Jetsurfer and increases and decreases speed 
X: Turbo 
A: Sticks hand in water (used for turning) 
Y: Jumps 

Jetsurfing is also known as jetskiing. This is one of the easiet levels. 
You must stay between the different color circles and keep moving. The more 
you move and stay in the circles, the more points you rack up. It does not 
subtract any points or anything if you get out of the circles, just get 
back in and gather up more points. The game ends once you crash or the time 
ends.

<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
    Snowboarding 
<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
+ Pad: Moves snowboarder around 
A: Jump 
X: Trick 

You start at the top of a huge mountain. You must jump over a few objects 
and some huge holes where the cliff has broken. While doing this you must 
use A to jump and then why in the air push X to do tricks. Gather up points 



and the high score is yours. Once you crash 5 times your game is up or if 
the time runs out. 

<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
   Bodyboarding 
<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
+ Pad: Move up and down wave 
R and L: Turn around/TRICK 

This is not surfboarding, it is bodyboarding so stop trying to figure out 
how to stand up on your board. This level is pretty simple. Just stay on 
the wave and press L and R to do tricks on the waves. Once the wave gets 
near shore there will be obstacles like rocks and surfers and many other 
things. Dodge these and gather up points and the high score is yours. If 
you go over the wave or hit something than the game is up. The time runs 
out once you reach the shore. 

<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
   Skateboarding 
<->-<-><->-<-><->-<-> 
+ Pad: Move around the pipe 
A: Trick 
X: Trick 
Y: Trick 

This is one of the best games yet. You are in a half pipe and now you must 
gather speed to jump from the edges and do tricks in the air. Further into 
the pipe you should enter a full tube. You can gather a lot of points by 
going all the way around the pipe. One crash and you are out of the game. 
So try not to go over the edges and be sure to pull tricks at the right 
time come off of the pipe. 

=============================================================================== 
                                 QUESTIONS/ANSWERS 
=============================================================================== 

Q: Is there a maxium amount of points you can get in a level? 
A: Yes, 999,999 

Q: Are these the only games, and is there any bonus games? 
A: Yes these are the only games, and there are no bonus games, sorry. 

Q: I can't land a trick on my JetSki, I jump but no trick happens, how 
am I supposed to gain points? 
A: There is no way to do tricks on the JetSki, the only way to gain points 
is to stay in the circles and keep at a decent speed. 

=============================================================================== 
                                   END NOTE 
=============================================================================== 
Well I hope this explained how to get through this game. The games levels 
are not really tough if you get the controls memorized. Hopefully now you 
have completed this game and have got your name as number one on every 
highscore list. Thanks for reading this FAQ guys! Please check out my 
other guides. 

=============================================================================== 
                                   THANKS 
=============================================================================== 



I would like to thank God because he is number one in my life and 
I could not do anything without him, then there comes the time to 
thank the second most important person about my faq, good ole ceej. 
Well I would like to thank you for hosting FAQs and making an 
extremely good website. You have been great over the years man! 
Then last but certaintly not least, is the FAQ contributor board. 
Wow you all have been a huge part in my life, and have helped me 
by critizing and giving me your comments on everything. Thanks guys 
for all the help you have been. Thanks a lot! 

=============================================================================== 
                                   COPYRIGHT 
=============================================================================== 
This FAQ is protected under the copyright code of law. It is illegal 
to take this FAQ and edit it or use it to your advantage. You do 
have permission to: print this FAQ out, use this FAQ, show your 
friends. You do not have permission to: Edit this FAQ, Host this 
FAQ without my permission or concern, sell this FAQ, or make any 
profit off of it whatsoever. If you really want to use my FAQ on 
your website or other purpose, please contact me, and I will 
most likely let you use it. You can make no money off of it 
(i.e. costing website, charge per FAQ view) 
Copyright 2005 (C) MATT LUDWIG 

=============================================================================== 
                                   CONTACT ME 
=============================================================================== 
This contact section is for serious emails/IMs only please. 
If the email does not have a subject it will be ignored and deleted. 
Please include CG II help in the subject if you want to be answered 
quickly. Remember a better subject, a faster answer. My AIM is close 
to getting taken off here from all the junk IMs you all send me. 

AIM: mslpanthers12 
email: mslpanthers13@gmail.com 
MSN: mslpanthers13@hotmail.com
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